Guess the Candy Bar

As baby’s arrival approaches, with that comes the daunting task of changing diapers. Before the real diaper-changing arrives, have some fun with this guessing game to have your guests put their sweet tooth to good use!

How to play:

1. To begin, print out one sheet per guest before they arrive.

2. Melt several varieties of mini-chocolate bars and pour one kind of candy per diaper. Label each diaper with a number that you’ve assigned for each candy bar. Don’t forget to jot it down so you don’t forget which diaper contains which candy!

3. Line up the diapers on a table. Have each guest sniff (or taste with their finger) the chocolate and take a guess at which kind of candy bar it is.

4. Make sure each guest has a pen to write down their guesses. The guest with the most correct guesses wins!
Guess the Candy Bar

As baby’s arrival approaches, with that comes the daunting task of changing diapers. Before the real diaper-changing arrives, have some fun with this guessing game and put your sweet tooth to good use! If you have the most correct guesses, you win a prize!

Name: ..........................